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_disrupT_echo_ 
2017 artistic vision

Welcome to our humble matrix: the intersection between art, science, sport, ideas, innovation, 
exploration, experimentation, history and cultures. We sit poised at an infinite glass. The future is 
our now, the past our mirror. Our insatiable quest for the fresh and contemporary demanded our 
reflection. 

Our 2017 program asked what was it about certain spaces, places and gatherings that left 
memories to linger for years to come? What is it that we need to prepare for now in order to be ready 
for the future? We partnered with some of Brisbane’s well remembered events, to find out what made them 
so special; Total Attack, Angry Mime and Small Black Box. 

With change our only constant, we looked through to tomorrow with hope, working harder and harder to 
create that world that we dream of. So we disrupt the status quo, we call on the echos of our past to 
come together today as a whole community, full of glorious complexity. 

This year marks a huge journey for the company, and for us as staff and management committee. Over the 
past three years we have endured funding cuts, and the loss of significant organisational peers. Despite 
this we remained true to our mission and continued to be inspired and re-energised by the young people 
surrounding us. Now, for the first time in the company’s history we have a 
venue to call our own. 

As the custodians of East Brisbane Bowls Club in Mowbray Park, Backbone now calls the Gabba Ward home. 
And it is a diverse, vibrant and active community that Backbone is thrilled to be a part of.

We know how important it is the we prepare our children and young people for the potential futures 
ahead. Our Program is just one part of that process. As we embark on this next adventure, we are taking 
this moment to reflect on our past, and gather as much knowledge as we can to be ready for the future. 
We nurture our emerging and independent minds providing a safe space for people of all ages to belong, 
play and create, somewhere to test new ideas, connect with new people and grow.

Katherine Quigley 
Artistic Director & Chief Executive Officer
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chair’s report
Daniel Flood

This was my first year as chair of Backbone Youth Arts, filling the very large gap left in the wake of Sue Rider’s stepping down 
this time last year. I am still coming to terms with how to be a Chair. It has only been a year and in that year Backbone Youth 
Arts has grown.

This building is now in it’s second year of operation and in that time there has been tremendous growth both in supporting the 
emerging arts across Brisbane and as a venue for diverse communities.  Punk shows, artist in residence, workshops and trivia 
nights that shatter all expectations. Performances, talks, ensembles and amazing creations. It is the rare weekend that the space 
is not glowing onto the street, strange noises seeping out into the night and inviting the world to come and see.

The community that is Backbone has evolved, changed and grown with the past twelve months, which is a point of pride and differ-
ence from other places and spaces across Brisbane and something the organisation new forgets and that is the tireless task that 
Artistic Director, CEO, recent graduate of NIDAs Masters of Fine Arts (Cultural Leadership) and her team. Without these people 
there would not be a program. There would not be this venue. It would be an empty space. 

We’ve farewelled and welcomed members of the management committee and it would be remiss to not recognise their unswerving sup-
port to Backbone Youth Arts over their time of service. 

Brian Tucker stood down shortly after the last AGM, handing the duties of Treasurer to Andrew Mackenzie. Brian’s has provid-
ed decades of advice, support and services to arts organisations across Queensland. His impact on Backbone Youth Arts continues 
through today.

Sue Rider served as the Chair of Backbone for 20 years, working tirelessly through both good times and bad to ensure that young 
artists in Brisbane and across Queensland. It is not hyperbole to state that Backbone Youth Arts would not be what it is today, 
or at all. It is fair to say that I wouldn’t be writing these words as it was Sue that convinced me to take this role.

We also said farewell to Dorothy Farrell, Jessie Rassmussen and Lucas Stibbard, They have provided hours of time to Backbone, 
helping make this venue a reality, guiding the artistic process and providing their expertise to meet the diverse range of activ-
ities that it takes to help an organisation like this be awesome and As stated above, it wasn’t all leaving. We have welcomed Em-
ily Kinny, whose expertise in the cultural sector has been invaluable. There are sure to be new names to come but those are words 
for next years annual report.

Backbone Youth Arts is the place that welcomes all young people to create, explore what kind of an artist they want do be and, 
regardless where they come from because once they’re here, they’re Backbone. They are the individual vertebrae that make the 
spine of this arts organisation. It out the young young artist first and foremost, asking them what they want to create. Which is 
what it is all about.

Thank you for being a part of making that happen.

Daniel Flood
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treasurer’s report
Andrew Mackenzie

The 2017 year was a transformative year for Backbone that saw the organisation flourish in our new 
premises. Overall, our revenue increased 130% to $244,000, our net deficit decreased 65% to just over 
$25,000, and our cash balance more than doubled to around $190,000.

Previously, the organisation went through a period of subdued operations due to limitations in funding 
and the lack of a premises. Now, after our first full year in the East Brisbane Bowls Club, the opera-
tional opportunities afforded to us by the new premises are flowing through and are being reflected in 
the financial statements.

We had substantial increases in Venue Hire income and Food and Beverage income, adding approximately 
$100,000 in additional revenue. These new funding streams are core in our strategy to diversify and ex-
pand our revenue base to grow the organisation and lessen our reliance on government funding.

We were furthermore awarded an additional $100,000 in funding from the Australia Council at the end of 
2017. These funds were received by the organisation in December 2017, however will be recognised as in-
come in 2018. We also received $60,000 of grant funding in the year from Arts Queensland for operational 
funding, in addition to various minor project-based grants.

As outlined earlier in the Annual Report, this was a substantial year for Backbone, and as such opera-
tional spending correspondingly increased. Overall however, our loss of $74,117 last year, decreased to 
a net loss of $25,299 in 2017.

With substantial funding and support from state, federal and local levels of government, in addition to 
our significantly increased activity and strong cash reserves, the organisation is in a strong position 
for 2018 and the future. This significant improvement in financial position is a testament to the hard 
work of Kath and the dedicated and hardworking staff that have put in a tremendous effort over the year.

Andrew Mackenzie
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artistic director’s report
Artistic Director & CEO Katherine Quigley

I started 2017 in Baja California, Mexico watching the Nortec Collective welcome in the new year at 
an eco-farm somewhere in Los Cabos. It was an intimate crowd including their family, children and 
friends. Starting 2017 like that seems to be the way the year continued. It is said that the first 
12 days of the year represent the 12 months of the year, according to Mayan legends. During the 
first 12 days of 2017 I learned a lot very fast, and was constantly surrounded by new artists, com-
munities, people, contexts, processes, protocols and challenges. Indeed this was a prelude to how 
2017 at Backbone would progress. 

During this time it was a period for both myself and the board to reflect on what the company tru-
ly needed. Many thanks must go to the two independent artists, Steven Mitchell Wright and Dr Jeremy 
Neideck, who dutifully cared for and raised questions about Backbone. They developed internal man-
agement processes for; hiring the venue, operating the bar for fundraising, managing volunteers and 
young artists. Informed by the artists’ knowledge and feedback and with consultation from the board, 
this time was crucial in starting to shape the internal processes for the EBBC and how that relates 
to Backbone. 

A direct outcome was the implementation of a new staffing structure which saw us run a recruitment 
for two new positions. We were learning about the EBBC, what works and what doesn’t - it was an ex-
periment and we tried many different models. We looked at new ways of swapping space and venue hire 
for volunteer hours, we learned how to leverage the resources of the building for fundraising, how 
to make the space work for different artforms, and what kinds of resources different artists needed 
or liked to use. We tried to make the space as flexible as possible and in doing so, make the re-
sources available to as many diverse groups as we could. 

In late March we welcomed two new staff members, Deb Suckling and Katelyn Panagiris to the team 
joining myself and Chris Beckey. Hitting the ground running Deb brought her expertise and knowledge 
from the music industry to the venue, and Katelyn a steady hand to our marketing processes. Together 
we began working on upcoming events and festivals, gaining an understanding of how to best use the 
EBBC for the planned events and open up the venue to large audiences, whilst maintaining and regu-
lating the processes around some things Backbone had never previously had to think about, cleaning 
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large audiences, whilst maintaining and regulating the processes around some things Backbone had 
never previously had to think about, cleaning and gardening for example.

In April we collaborated with the Friends of Toowong Cemetery and Brisbane City Council to make - 
Their Names Liveth For Evermore an interactive and immersive promenade performance drawing from the 
lives of six soldiers buried in the Cemetery. Learning about working outdoors in this way, and in-
deed creating pathways for audiences through cemeteries was just part of the fun journey to making 
this show a success. 

In May we were the stomping ground for a national DIY and punk festival, Total Attack. This festi-
val was previously held at the EBBC before we opened, and indeed echo’ed the venue’s history within 
the underground and independent music scene in Brisbane. For three days we were completely covered 
head to toe in all things punk and DIY and loved every minute! Highlights of the festival included 
seeing young artists Pious Faults perform, as well as families coming to attend to see their favou-
rite local and interstate bands. 

Later that month we opened our doors to four groups of independent theatre companies to produce 
Anywhere Here - a micro-festival embedded within the Anywhere Theatre Festival 2017 program. Fea-
turing four new works, the young artists in Anywhere Here were encouraged to develop a fundraising 
strategy for their productions, and were given free use of the EBBC from which they could develop 
these ideas. The Sui Ensemble created their side-show, Tragic Trivia, which they enjoyed so much 
they continued to run them throughout 2017 and were hired by the Starlight Foundation to host an 
end of year staff party at the EBBC! 

In June the venue was taken over by the UK’s Curious Directive as they filmed Frogman, a ground-
breaking Theatre and VR hybrid featuring young Brisbane based performers. The production was later 
performed at the Edinburgh Festival. 

Another international visitor followed in July, our friends from New Zealand, Hawkes Bay Youth The-
atre returned to Australia to perform their ANZAC production - Over The Top which followed the sto-
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followed the stories of nine young people who enlisted and left their families behind. 

With changes afoot in the education sector, we found a home for QUT’s Fresh Blood Festival which 
covered a week of performances, panels and experiments from the current student cohort at QUT in 
August. Katelyn who had been working on the Marketing for Backbone was accepted into a university 
degree in Germany so while we were sad to see her go, we were incredibly happy for her success and 
future! It was at this time Johnny Legobye joined the team as our producer - and boy did he take to 
the role quickly! 

In the lead up to and with funding support from Child Protection Week in September, we were develop-
ing new ideas within our children and young people’s workshop programs. Participants and their audi-
ences gained a deeper understanding of the ways in which communities can protect, enable and empower 
young people within them as part of our open workshop and presentation day during Child Protection 
Week. 

After some debate and research passed on to us from our Chair, Sue Rider, it was discovered that 
2017 was indeed the 30th year of Backbone’s existence. Within the overall theme - Disrupt Echo and 
with the impetus to celebrate this important milestone within the confines of our own venue, Back-
bone’s Future 30 Festival came to life over four weekends in October. We kicked the festival off 
with an opening night of music, followed by an evening of song performed by some familiar Brisbane 
names all looking at our past. We then jumped to our present with the performance ensemble’s new 
work - Disco Inferno and finally into the future with the Future 30 evening presenting new work from 
young artists. We said goodbye to Deb Suckling who ventured off to pursue more work independently 
and grow the opportunities that were happening within her music career. 

We closed the festival in November with an impressive whole venue take over from The Danger Ensem-
ble. Their work, We Will Not Kiss, Touch, Frighten You In the Dark truly shook the foundations and 
stretched our imagination of how the EBBC could be utilised as a performance space. It was fitting 
and an honor to be the location for their final production as a Brisbane based company prior to 
their relocation to Melbourne.  

artistic director’s report
Artistic Director & CEO Katherine Quigley
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The Performance Ensemble then performed their show, Disco Inferno at the Festival of Australian Stu-
dent Theatre at La Boite’s Roundhouse. The show was created and developed throughout the year and 
looked at how these young performers are navigating the shaky, exciting and difficult career of be-
ing a performer. 

This takes us up to December. Well we didn’t have a huge amount of our own programming happening 
during this time, but we did say a sad goodbye to Chris Beckey and welcomed Lucas Stibbard into the 
company as a staff member. We also started our recruitment for our Open Source + Go program, after 
refining and revisioning. 

Then we had a little rest to prepare for 2018 and put all of our learning into place, and I welcomed 
2018 in at the EBBC surrounded by friends, family and awesome artists. A prelude to the new year. 

Artistic Director & CEO Katherine Quigley
Images: Murek Meringue
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program & projects overview 2017

PROJECTS SUMMARY

No. Productions          148
No. Performances or Events       322
No. Workshops In Schools       10
No. 9-17 years Workshops       88
No. Professional Development Workshops   73
No. Mentorships          14
No. Venues           50
No. Individual advice /consultation sessions 782
No. Artists           1197
No. Backbone Employees        33
No. 9-17 Years Workshop Participants    119
No. Schools Workshop Participants     200
No. Audiences           9172
No. Participants with a Disability    8
No. Workshop Artists        20
No. Young and Emerging Artists     435
No. Mentors           12
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program & projects overview 2017

The EBBC is Backbone’s home, hub and the 
physical embodiment of our mission – to make 
places for people to belong, play and create. 
We moved in in August 2016 in small steps and 
throughout 2017 have welcomed a number of new 
people into the building. 

With these new facilities also came the new 
opportunity to sub-lease part of the building to 
BlakDance. Operating out of the Roadside Office, 
BlakDance have provided national sector 
support to Australian First Nations artists 
throughout 2017.
 

key EBBC events in 2017

Fresh Blood: Vena Cava Festival
 
Danger Ensemble: We Will Not Kiss, Touch, Frighten 
You In the Dark

Love Letters to Those Bois: Podcast Launch 

BlakDance Elders Lunch 

Curious Directive Residency 

east brisbane bowls club

Image: Murek Meringue
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Open source residency program

Open Source is a red tape free zone where we provide a home for artists to dive in, explore 
and create. Open Source is a new development and mentorship program designed to support 
emerging artists in their transition to becoming independent self producing contemporary 
artists and creative entrepreneurs. In 2017, Open Source provided access to one month of free 
space, industry mentors, and resources to companies and artists with the goal of forging 
unique sustainable careers and companies. 

2017 Open Source Residents

Magnetic North Theatre Company 
MNTC is an emerging ensemble of creatives with one goal: stories for people who experience 
marginalisation. 

The Big Crew 
The Big Crew is a crew of like minded artists passionate about active creation, working across 
many media forms.

program & projects overview 2017

The Sui Ensemble 
Creating theatre and events that affect and involve audiences in new and innovative ways.

El Telon Theatre Company 
Collaborating with people from diverse backgrounds to create art that is enriched through 
multiculturalism. 
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Hawkes Bay Youth Theatre 
Hailing from Hawkes Bay, New Zealand, Hawkes Bay Youth Theatre are an ensemble who tell visceral 
stories with a multi-arts approach.

Nicole Harvey 
Investigating Butoh, Body Weather and Scripting with psycho-physical stimulus scripting processes.

Share House Theatre Company
Devising professional, accessible performance art for young people.

Open Practice 
An open space for dance practitioners to facilitate and research movement practices drawn from 
their current interests and explorations.
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backbone festival

Backbone Festival is our new offering that 
repositions our annual 2high festival within the 
heart of the organisation. Young producers work 
alongside Backbone staff during the day to create 
all aspects of the festival. Embedded within the 
organisation, the festival team gain valuable 
insights and experience that enhances their 
professional development and understanding of how 
to run an arts festival. 

program & projects overview 2017

CREATIVE TEAM

Katherine Quigley, Deb Suckling, Johnny Legobye, 
Jamie Ng, Birnham Wood, Melina Wightman, Millie 
Walker.

ARTISTS

Born Joy Dead, ISIS, Madboots, Tyrone Noonan, Reuben 
Schafer, Deb Suckling, Emma and Tony Dean, Ofa Fa-
niaka, Tim Steward, Sean Sennett, Marcello Milani, 
Ben Ely, Kristy Apps, Backbone Youth Arts Perfor-
mance Ensemble 2017, Chris Beckey, Nervous Plaything, 
Brooke Austen, Tragic Trivia, Laurie Oxenford, Un-
qualified Design Studio, Opaeka, Jessi Lewis, Chloé 
Lauverjon, Tiarne, Madeline & Honor, Bad Sext, Kris-
tian Šantic, Caitlin Strongarm, Clarmachine, 
The Danger Ensemble.
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With facilitation from Performer and Writer, 
Chris Beckey, Backbone’s performance Ensem-
ble devised a new work Disco Inferno, and used 
this opportunity to perform at the Backbone 
Festival and the Festival of Australian 
Student Theatre (FAST) at La Boite.

program & projects overview 2017

Image: Birnam Wood

CREATIVE TEAM
 
Facillitated by: Chris Beckey 
 
Performance Ensemble 2017:
Oscar Thorp, Maddy Prebble, Nathaniel Franco, 
Liam Olorenshaw. 

performance ensemble
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Backbone’s workshops for children and young peo-
ple provide a year round opportunity for the next 
generation of artists, critical thinkers and cre-
ative entrepreneurs to hone their skills and 
develop their craft. Our creative processes are 
devised and we make sure that we say yes to new 
ideas and give our participants creative control 
and as much responsibility for their own 
expression.

education and workshop program
program & projects overview 2017

CREATIVE TEAM
 
2017 Workshop Facilitators:
 
Chris Beckey, Katherine Quigley
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their name liveth for evermore
program & projects overview 2017

In partnership with Brisbane City Council, 
Toowong Cemetery and the Garland Society, 
Backbone’s Performance Ensemble collaborated 
with independent artists to create a promenade 
performance in the Toowong Cemetery to commem-
orate the ANZAC Ceremony.

Image: Tony Stolting

CREATIVE TEAM
 
Written and Directed by: Chris Beckey
Project Manager: Deb Suckling
Stage Manager: Deb Suckling & Kaitlin Panagiris 
Video Artist: Octavio Castellanos 
Costume Designer: Sarah Winter 
 
Performed by:
Lucinda Shaw, Max Busoli, Nathaniel Franco, 
Brodie Greenhalgh, Liam Olorenshaw, Maddy Preb-
ble, Stephen Quinn, Oscar Thorp.
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this is how we do it
program & projects overview 2017

This Is How We Do It (TIHWDI) is a knowledge sharing 
website published by Backbone Youth Arts. 

It is a participatory, peer-reviewed, online
repository of documentation to support arts 
business and arts practice. Hosting contributions from 
small, medium and major arts companies—ranging from 
Constitutions, Budget templates and Annual Reports to 
Marketing Plans, Production Schedules and Philanthropy 
Strategies—TIHWDI will provide much needed industry 
knowledge sharing by providing access to exemplar 
operational documents available for reuse.

In tandem with the document repository, TIHWDI will 
support comprehensive feedback mechanisms including 
user rankings, written feedback reviews, discussion 
threads and a reuse map. Users will also be strongly 
encouraged to share their derivative documents back 
into the repository. This feedback loop will allow the 
sector to identify and endorse standout documents in 
the repository while furthering intra-sector dialogue 
about best practice arts management.

The dream is for this project to truly allow
Backbone’s (and other organisations) processes to sit 
in regional and remote communities of Queensland, with 
the support of their metropolitan peers. 
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A chalk circle is drawn on the ground. But to 
whom does the ground belong?

Award-winning playwright, Marcel Dorney re-works 
Brecht’s classic tale of justice for a young 
audience. Two actors walk on stage after 
watching a professional production of Bertolt 
Brecht’s The  Caucasian Chalk Circle. The pair 
begin to discuss the story they have just seen 
and soon become embroiled in their own retelling 
of Grusha Vashnadze’s journey, sharing with the 
audience her fight to save and raise an abadoned 
child.

An Experiment with The Caucasian Chalk Circle 
deconstructs this famous play, while 
simultaneously discussing Brechtian techniques 
and philosophies with the audience. Filled with 
contemporary references, this is a clever,
funny reworking of Brecht’s story about love, 
war, destruction and justice as seen through the 
eyes of two young people.

an experiment with a caucasion chalk circle
program & projects overview 2017

CREATIVE TEAM
 
Backbone & Artslink
Adapted and Directed by Marcel Dorney
Featuring Sarah McLeod & Zachary Boulton
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A celebration of youth week at the East 
Brisbane Bowls Club, this was an opportu-
nity for Backbone to open up our doors to 
members of the community who were interest-
ed to find out more about what we do, and 
celebrate young people. 

youth week open house
program & projects overview 2017 19



Total Attack is an annual not for profit mini 
music festival run by the punk community in 
Brisbane. Since 2011 the festival has raised 
significant funds for the Asylum Seeker 
Resource Center in Victoria while providing a 
safe space for people of all ages to enjoy some 
of the best local and interstate underground 
music Australia has to offer. 
 

Total Attack co-presetation

total attack festival
program & projects overview 2017

Image: John Stubbs

ARTISTS
Sick People, Dark Horse, Infinite Void, Knif-
er, Thorax, Hurricane Death, Sadist, Hydromedu-
sa, Suppressant, Unbound, Damage Zone, Sadist, 
Havittajat, Cold Meat, Self Harm, Wound Culture, 
Talc, Ubik, Masses, Execution, Robber, Canine, 
No Class, Reaper, Common Enemy, Tol, Sex Drive, 
Unpeople, Those Rat Bastards, Shitgrinder, The 
Uglies, Offensive Behemoth, Bloodletter.
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people’s pride
program & projects overview 2017

CREATIVE TEAM

Taylor Redwood, Shane Sugrue, Natalie Osbourne, 
Ellen McGovern, Sharon Samuel, Leonie Rhodes, 
Marisa Georgiou, Vivian Johnson, Dr Anna Morgan, 
Amy Learmonth, Anna Carlson, Jeff Chau, Josh 
Wilkinson

ARTISTS
Ricky Pascoe, Paige Phoenix, The Sparkle Sis-
ters, Kritty, Sullivan, Julia Rose, Jeff Chau & 
Moon Cream, Captain Dreamboat, Kayla Truth, Cam-
eron Francis, Adam Sharah, Boom Boom Bean Se-
lecta, Elektropanda, Pushing Buttons, Theatre of 
Thunder, Delve VJ, Taylor Redwood, Katie Who, 
Nicolaine Martin, Leni Peirano, Stocks, Lazy 
Susan, b(racket), Que Wala Bee, Kiera White, 
DJ DK: Darkest Knight: Dark and Proud, Kendal 
Layat, Empress, Ana Wojak, Josh Wilkinson, Col-
lapsicon, Astrid Lillie Radermacher.

Image: Navin Samuel Regi

A truly grassroots celebration of all things 
LGBTQIA+ - People’s Pride was as much a party as 
it was a protest. This was a time for the 
community to rally together, shout their demands 
for equality, and dance up a storm! 

People’s Pride co-presetation
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we will not kiss/touch/frighten you in the dark
program & projects overview 2017

To round off Backbone’s month long celebrations 
for it’s 30th Birthday The Danger Ensemble took 
over the East Brisbane Bowls Club with this 
scarysexy site-responsive work.

Inspired by the dadaists and horror anthology 
films, Brisbane’s most loved and hated 
theatrical devils took on the gamut of the horror 
genre and nothing is off limits.. radio dramas, 
german expressionist film, vampire porn, youtube 
scare pranks, parasites, possession and Tiny Tim - 
all went in the blender!

CREATIVE TEAM

Featuring Chris Beckey, Nicole Harvey, Thomas 
Hutchins, Nerida Matthaei, Cienda McNamara, Stephen 
Quinn, Lucinda Shaw, Peta Ward, Mitch Wood and Ste-
ven Mitchell Wright + special guests.

The Danger Ensemble co-presetation
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anywhere here
program & projects overview 2017

A micro-festival embedded within Anywhere The-
atre Festival program held at the East Brisbane 
Bowls Club. Driven by emerging independent 
artists who collaborated on the event and 
developed their own fundraising and promotional 
strategy to reach new audiences and 
cross-pollinate their ideas.

CREATIVE TEAM

The Sui Ensemble presenting Hot Cult
Directed by Esther Dougherty 
Created and perfored by Daniel Gough, Sampson 
Smith, Martelle Simon-Greene, Finley Kube, Adam 
Sleeman, Gina Tay Limpus, Dot Holt & Benny Gane.

Concerned Humans presenting Let it Be
Created by Heidi Harrison, Tess Brading, 
Ashleigh Djokic, Nevin Howell, Dan Anderton, and 
Lana Bellingham-Young.

Nomad presented by Caitlin Strongarm 
 
El Telon Theatre Company

Image: (top) Jamison Guilders, (bottom) Concerned Humans

The Sui Ensemble, Concerned Humans, Nomad and El Telon Theatre Copmany co-presetation
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The Angry mime is an intimate night of 
performance held seasonally. This is a place 
for emerging and professional artists to test 
and platform their new ideas. 

the angry mime
program & projects overview 2017

CREATIVE TEAM
 
Andrew Corey, Neridah Waters, 
Lucas Stibbard, Sean Dowling, Nathan Sibthorpe, 
Liesel Zink, Cameron Clark, Brodie Peace. 
 
ARTISTS

Leah Shelton, Michael Smith, Leon Cain, Robbie 
O’Brien, Kate Harman and Ben Ely, Neridah Waters, 
Michael Griffin, David Megarrity, Josh Donnellan, 
Matt Hsu, James Bourbon, Marissa Ker, Bianca 
Mackail, Andrew Cory, Damien Cassidy, Kaitlyn 
Rogers, Lucas Stibbard, The Architects of Sound, 
Chloe Lauverjon, The Good Time Boys, J. M. 
Donellan, The Warmwaters,Anna Straker, Genevieve 
Butler, Zaimon Vilmanis, Vittorio Yun, Amy Currie, 
Andrew Cory, Nikita Rybak, Reina Takeuchi, Sophie 
Banister, Paula White, MJ O’Neill, Christopher 
Paton, Hannah Belanszky, Caitlin Strongarm, Chloe 
Lauverjon, Steven Morgan, Michael Connell,Robbie 
O’Brien, Ira Seidenstein, Scott Wings, Jack Pacey, 
Marianna Joslin, Meg King, Joseph Simons and The 
Sui Ensemble. 

Image: Sean Dowling 

The Angry Mime co-presetation
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Tracks is a one-day pop-up program designed to 
provide intensive writing skills and 
professional development, foster connection 
within the literary community and youth arts 
network, and expand young writers’ horizons to 
national opportunities.
 

tracks
program & projects overview 2017

Express Media + Queensland Writers Centre co-presentation

CREATIVE TEAM
 
Express Media, Queensland Writers Centre and 
Backbone. 
 
Presenters 2017:
Krissy Kneen, Steph Bowe, Nayuka Gorrie, Mindy 
Gill, Sam George-Allen, Jerath Head. 
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small black box
program & projects overview 2017

A seasonal sound art experience four Sun-
day’s throughout the year, Small Black Box was 
a Brisbane institution. Now in a new, fami-
ly friendly format at the East Brisbane Bowls 
Club.

CREATIVE TEAM
 
David Loose 
 
ARTISTS

DJ Dial Up, Blend 42 from outter space, 
Musgrove & Barrett, Luke Jaaniste, Greg 
Reason, Ruffles, Amber: Lindsay Crawford, 
Matthew Prain, Pete Helskanki, Ross Manning, 
X in O, Dani Kirby, Mat Ward, David Loose and 
Adam Donovan.

Small Black Box co-presentation
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Maroomba Ginyinggarr-Bu
program & projects overview 2017

“Working with our elders, seeking guidance 
and demonstrating respect, is part of the 
BlakDance cultural framework. This was my 
first time producing an event, I was hon-
ored to have mentorship and guidance from 
such strong matriarchs, our elders; Aunty 
Colleen Wall, Aunty Roslyn Watson and Aunty 
Nancy Bamaga, who supported me with knowl-
edge and wisdom on how to negotiate pro-
tocol and proceedings of events. It was 
great and important to work with Aunty 
Kerry Charlton who helped us with Yuggera 
language. As BlakDance grows from strength 
to strength, I look forward to continue 
building strong relationships with our lo-
cal community and to keep learning from our 
elders.” - Hannah Scanlon

CREATIVE TEAM

BlakDance Staff: Merindah Donnelly, Jane 
Fuller, Joella Warkill, Hannah Scanlon, 
Shannin King, Cassandra Scott.

BlakDance co-presentation
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funding partners

project partners

Total Attack

Friends of Toowong Cemetery
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